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EVENKS : VODKA & SOVIET SYSTEM 0:1



Mountains, corners, azimuths... We wade, trudge, cross, bypass... Cherenda is a small Russian 
village in the Krasnoyarsk Territory, central Evenkia. People shake our hands and welcome us with 
open arms. After inviting us into their home, they implore us, the two exhausted travellers that we 
are, not to bother taking our shoes off. Soon after they offer us pryaniki (traditional cookies), which 
traveled here a long and difficult way and served us some tea on a modest table... But something is 
still not quite right... Then the question is dropped: “Do you have vodka?” 

The situation was made clear to us on our second visit on March 8th, 2012 – a day on which both 
woman’s day and Putin’s elections fell.  The Mi-8 helicopter, the pride of Russia, was created fifty 
years ago but can still fly. This is the best way to reach Cherenda, which contains over 100 inhab-
itants, a large part of whom is made up of Evenks – an ethnic group that is fast becoming endan-
gered. The Russian word zapoi denotes a form of binge drinking that can last for days. During such 
periods of hard drinking an individual might take it upon themselve to challenge even a helicopter.



With international woman’s day coinciding with the Presidential Elections of Russia, alcohol finds its 
way to the village. The result: houses are burnt and feet amputated. The impression remained that it 
was only the children and the dogs of the village that had stayed sober that day. The little ones ride 
down the hill on their sleds and cycle in - 30C temperatures.

Everything is frozen ...“Meat” delivers itself ...  Anyway, tidying around your home appears to be quite 
a challenging task. Ecological consciousness is poor, empty fuel barrels lie abandoned...

Statistics:
Evenkia’s Capital - Tura 
Area: 767,660 km2

Evenkia’s Population: 17,264 
Evenks Left in Evenkia: 4.000
Total Evenks: 67.000



The nearest road is about 1000 km away. So how do trucks operate and fuel reach this primitive fuel 
station if neither planes nor ships call within this barren land? The answer lies in zimnik – a winter 
road that only operates for a few of the coldest months of the year: making it an important artery for 
Evenkia. In summer, when the ice melts and the flowers are once more in bloom, there is not even 
the smallest trace of the surface used by the Russian Kamaz and Ural trucks.

Alcohol... The issue of indigenous people (korenoe naselenija, in Russian), one relevant to the entire 
world, silently arises: how are they to be dealt with? Give them money and let them be, there by the 
Arctic Circle. And get them to vote occasionally. 
Zapoi continues...


